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"Making the Christian Warrior: Beowulfand Christianity:" As a means of saving the
Christian British culture from attacking Danes; Beowulfpairs Christianity and
the Danish warrior code in an attempt to convert the Danish audience.
"'A Love of Dissembling:'" Hobbes and The Man ofMode:" In The Man ofMode,
Etherege uses Dorimant, his principal Hobbesian character, to state that we
should all be more Hobbesian in our day-to-day life.
"The Churlish Clerk: The CherVClerk Variants in Chaucer's Physician's Tale:"
Modem editors have reread the Physician's Tale. ~In two (and possibly four)
of the instances where we today read "cherl," we should actually read "clerk."
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Making the Christian Warrior: Beowulfand Christianity
Aaron Ensminger
Like many Anglo-Saxon works, Beowulfcalls up for us images of a lost world, As
we read the lines, we imagine the culture that produced them, and ask ourselves what
images or ideas certain words and concepts in the poem called up for its audience. In
her article on literacy, Linda Woodbridge calls this phenomenon
"decontextualization," arguing that" [decontextualization] implies adding context
when taking a discourse out of its original soil, where it needed no context because it
came with the capacity to attract context to it"(26). In other"words, modem readers
tend to ascribe a context to a poem like Beowulfbecause the poem, even to us, seems
to carry an unstated context witinh it. While we have historical records and some
literature of the period, we can only imagine the feelings and ideas in the minds of the
poet's listeners. Modem readers invent both an audience and its "context" for the
poem, either to feel that they understand it better or simply to make it more
interesting. Oral traditions, such as the one we find in epics like Beowulf, are
particularly suited to this decontextualization. When a tale is told and retold, it must,
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be stripped to its barest essentials simply for the logistical purposes of storytelling.
When social forces change, however, or a "discourse is taken out if its original soil,"
audiences fill stories with their own contexts, either current ones or imagined
"original" ones-those that the audience imagines the context to have been at the
story's inception.
Woodbridge's idea of decontexualization is useful in thinking about religion,
for it is one of the most volatile of social forces. Perhaps no other type of ideology is
so influential in its own time and so unknown to later ages, for religion's effect is
most important on an emotional level, which can never be fully recorded. When a
social force, such as religion that affects texts when they are written changes, this
method (decontextualization) of interpreting texts becomes extremely useful. In
particular, Christianity, for all of its historical evolutions, becomes one of the issues
we, as readers, must decontextualize the most, for one century's Christianity can be
"-(and often is) vastly different from another's. For example, in the late 20th century,
we often see Christianity as a dominant cultural mode. In 10th century England,
however, Christianity was not a dominant mode, but one of many competing
ideologies.
To fully grasp this distinction between 10th century and 20th century
Christianity, it is perhaps helpful to use the work of Peter Haidu. In "The Semiotics
of Alterity," Haidu points out that to understand texts that are often treated as "other,"
readers must first exteriorize their views about issues within a work. By doing this,
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readers' own ideas are placed at an equally extemallevel with the ideas on the same
issues in the text. If we exteriorize our views on Christianity, it becomes easier to see
it as a competing ideology. One ofthe main reasons that Christianity was forced to
compete with other codes in the 10th century, specifically that of the warrior-king, is
that the Danes had just finished a series of raids and had subjugated much of Britain,
destroying much of the church's infrastructure in the process. As these Danish tribes
moved across Britain, they left pockets of their own people here and there, along with
their culture, which was decidedly un-Christian. Henry Soames claims that although
Christianity was clinging to a simple existence in its fading infrastructure, the clergy
had little interest in converting the invaders:
It is ... probable that the native clergy made no attempt, while
their nation yet stniggled for existence, to humanize its unrelenting
enemies by communicating to them a knowledge of the Gospel
The Pagan warriors were besides likely to dra;w new prejudices
against Christianity from the very success that usually waited upon
their arms:· Britain's trust in the Cross had not secured her fortunes
... reliance upon Woden had been encouraged unceasingly by
victory.... Vainly would Christianity solicit favourable notice
from such minds thus prepossessed. A considerable change must
be wrought ... before [the society] could be gained over to calm
reflection upon the religion of a people prostrate under its assaults.
(45)
Soames declares that the Danes were converted and Christianity saved by
"Providence," and has nothing more to say on the subject. Many texts of the Anglo-
Saxon period, however, such as Beowulf, indicate that Christianity, instead of
competing with the warrior culture of the Danes, actually sought to align itself with
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the Danish philosophy. It was necessary to replace the warrior culture, then, not
simply because it was breaking down, but to ensure Christianity's survival in Britain.
It had already been proven that Britain had no defenses against the Danes in battle, so
the only way to ensure that the native culture would remain was to try desperately to
convert the Danes. Indeed, this "subversive conversion" worked. John Godfrey writes
that"[t]his conversion [to Christianity] was marked by the baptism of Guthrum. The
conversion of the Danes steadily followed, but the means by which it was
accomplished are not clear" (283). I will argue that Beowulf, with its Christian
messages and overtones, was one of "the means by which it was accomplished." In
fact, Beowulfhas been said to have come from Mercia, which had a long tradition of
scriptural poetry,! and though the Cbristian undertones of the poem have never been
.questioned, although the relationship of Christianity to the warrior-king has been
debated.
The poem, first establishing Christian concepts as ideas on the same level as
. ,
the ideology of the warrior-king, then proceeds to show its readers that the way to be
a good Christian is not to be passive and wait for help to arrive, but to use God's
assistance to do battle for what is right themselves. The poem, then, explicitly links
Christianity with the warrior. Interestingly, it iS,a Danish warrior, Beowulf, who
receives the heaviest Christian characterization. By establishing Christianity as an
heroic (and Danish) concept, the poem accomplishes its main goal ofmaking
!Demresly;-263,-:-.-------------------------
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\Christianity a viable religion for the Danish conquerors.
The most expedient way to further the ideology of Christianity'for the Danes
in 10th century Britain was to link it with another more well-established one, such as
the ideology of the warrior-king. After all, this warrior ideology was a successful
one, for the Danes had invaded Britain while adhering to its codes. As the poem
begins to merge Christianity with an already-present (and effective) ideology,
however, it must also simply give th~ religion a place within the story. One of the
easiest ways to accomplish this goal is to associate characters in the text with
Christian figures.
One of the first examples of a Christian connection we see in the poem is in
the description of Grendel. He is not simply a monster or even an evil man, but a
direct descendant of Cain. While Cain is not exclusively a Christian figure, his story
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Dorimant says to Medley in the first scene of the play that "next to the coming to a
good understanding with a new mistress, I love a quarrel with an old one" (1. i. 217-
18). In fact, Hobbes points out that outside of an organized civil system, people
revert to a war of"every man, against every man" (185). Perhaps the most notable
influences of Hobbesian thought, however, occur within the characters, especially in
the portrayals of Harriet and Dorimant.
Harriet, in one ofher first scenes, demonstrates that she holds to a Hobbesian
view of the world. In Act II, scene I, she bids her woman, Busy, to sing "some
foolish song or other" (55):
When first Amintas charmed my heart,
My heedless sheep began to stray;
The wolves soon stole the greatest part,
And all will now be made a prey.
Ah, let not love your thoughts possess,
'Tis fatal to a shepherdess;
The dang'rous passion you must shun,
Or else like me be quite undone. (58-65)
This song that Busy sings is, at its heart, a Platonic one: A good shepherdess must
tend to her flock and not give herself over to love, lest she "be ... undone." The song
upholds ideals that are, in a Hobbesian view, impossible, such as shunning passion.
Passion, to a Hobbesian mind, is simply followed without thought to what is best for
"the flock." Harriet responds to this song that she "loves so well" with a Hobbesian
answer. First, she calls the song Busy sings "foolish," and then afterwards: "Shall I
be paid down by a covetous parent for a purchase? I need no land. No, I'll lay myself
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all out in love. It is decreed" (66-68). The song offers a good Platonic sentiment: one
must not give in to one's base desires; if you do, you will be undone. This command,
to shun our passions, is one that Hobbes would consider impossible to follow, and
Harriet responds with the conviction that she will, indeed, give herself over to her
instincts, and move toward that which she loves. She will give herself over to these
base desires; she will give herself over to passion.
Later in the same scene, she demonstrates this same Hobbesian stance in a
different manner, when conspiring with Young Belair:
Young Belair: If we give over the game, we are undone. What think
you of playing it on booty?
Harriet: What do you mean?
Young Belair: Pretend to be in love with one another. 'Twill make
some dilatory excuses we may feign pass the better.
Harriet: Let us do't, if it be for the dear pleasure of dissembling.
(106-11r
Harriet's Hobbesian mode licences her to do whatever she needs do in order to move
towards that which she desires (loves), even if it means that she will be lying to those
around her. In fact, she agrees to do it even for the simple "pleasure of dissembling."
At the end of the play, when Dorimant has confessed his love to Harriet and is
attempting to tell her that he will give up his womanizing ways, Harriet responds with
another Hobbesian sentiment:
Dorimant: I will renounce all the joys I have in friendship and in
wine, sacrifice all the interest I have in other women-
Harriet: Hold! Though I wish you devout; I would not have you turn
fanatic. Could you neglect these a while and make a journey into the country?
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Dorimant: To be with you, I could live there and never send one
thought to London.
Harriet: Whate'er you say, I know all beyond High Park's a desert to
you, and that no gallantry can draw you further.
Dorimant: Is this all? Will you not promise me-
Harriet: I hate to promise. What we do then is expected from us and
wants much of the welcome it finds when it surprises.
(IV. ii. 135-43, 149-51)
While Dorimant is (seemingly) renouncing all the Hobbesian pleasures of life and
proclaiming his willingness to leave London and return to the (pastoral) country with
Harriet, she debunks Dorimant's platonic sentiments in these lines. While Dorimant
speaks of renouncing, sacrificing, and promising, using words like "never" and "all,"
Harriet responds with ridicule and temperance. She accuses Dorimant of turning
"fanatic" and points out that she could never believe a promise from Dorimant that
caused him to go against his base desires-namely, his joys "in friendship and in
wine." She seems willing to credit only Hobbesian motivations; any others she
disbelieves.
Harriet, then, shows us her Hobbesian leanings by explicitly stating her
intentions in her response to Busy's song as well as by debunking the Hobbesian
statements Dorimant makes in his attempt to win her over. Despite his "heartfelt"
confession, however, Dorimant, too, has displayed his own Hobbesian nature
throughout the play. One of the first examples of this occurs at Lady Townley's,
when Dorimant admires Belinda, and Mrs. Loveit takes offense:
Dorimant: Good, there's one made jealous already.
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Mrs. Loveit: Is this the constancy you vowed?
Dorimant: Constancy at my years? 'Tis not a virtue in season; you
might as well expect the fruit the autumn ripens i' the spring. (II. ii. 177-81)
This sentiment of Dorimant's uses a logic similar to Hobbes', for similar ends:
[I]f a man should talk to me of a round Quadrangle; or accidents of
Bread in Cheese; or Immaterial Substances; or ofA Free Subject; A Free-will;
or anyFree, but free from being hindered by opposition, I should not say he
were in an Errour; but that his words were without meaning; that is to say,
, Absurd.
(112)
Hobbes sneers that anyone who claims to have free will is not incorrect, but simply
absurd or illogical. Dorimant carries this logic a step further by claiming that to
expect him to be true would be as absurd as expecting a tree that bears fruit in the fall
to suddenly bear fruit in the spring. Just as the tree in the orchard has no free will or
choice over when it will be harvested, Dorimant has no free will in his constancy.
Dorimant realizes, however,that such open self-interestedness is not always
the way to get what he wants. Sometimes it is necessary for him to seem to fall on
the other side of this debate between Hobbesian and antiHobbesian sentiment. His
true goal, however, becomes clear to the audience. In fact, Dorimant uses
antiHobbesian ideals in a decidedly Hobbesian way-to further his own ends. Later in
the play Dorimant seems to lament his society's loss of these antiHobbesian ideals:
Dorimant: Forms and ceremonies, the only things that uphold quality
and greatness, are now shamefully laid aside and neglected.
Lady Woodvill: Well, this is not the womens' age, let 'em think what
they will. Lewedness is the business now; love was the bus'ness in my time.
(IV. I. 11-15)
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This exchange is particularly interesting for two reasons: First, Dorimant seems,
oddly, to become the mouthpiece of antiHobbesian thought by lamenting the lapse of
the "forms and ceremonies" that were important in an earlier age. The reader must
remember, however, that Dorimant is actually in disguise here, and he is simply
appropriating these notions for his own Hobbesian ends-desire for a woman. This is
perhaps one of the few moments at which Etherege openly places these two
ideologies opposite each other. We, as the play's audience, cannot help but see the
irony of Dorimant, perhaps the play's most Hobbesian character, mouthing this
decidedly antiHobbesian sentiment. When Dorimant explicitly states Platonic ideals,
he simply appropriates them for a use. Dorimant clearly believes the old adage, "all's
fair in love and war." We know that Dorimant certainly does not believe a word of
what he says in this passage-"forms and ceremonies" have not left the world. Indeed,
Dorimant stages his own "ceremony" in this interchange by allowing Lady Woodvill
to believe that he agrees with her on the state of society. He is simply showing us,
indirectly, the tools that they are and always have been. Instead of"upholding quality
and greatness," they allow Dorimant to satisfy his base desires. It is also interesting
to note that while Lady Woodvill is lamenting the Hobbesian air that seems to
surround her, there was actually a time, in her view, when there was something more.
While Dorimant calls this simply "forms and ceremonies," Lady Woodvill says that
"love was the bus'ness" in her time. Dorimant clearly believes that these pretty faces
,
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merely masked the Hobbesian ideals to which he subscribes. Lady Woodvill sees
them as something that had been substantial and real.
Dorimant gives his audience a more explicit example of his recognition of
behavior as simply masks in Act V, scene I:
Now for a touch of Sir Fopling to begin with. -Hey Page! Give
positive order that none of my people stir. Let the canaille wait, as they
should do. - Since noise and nonsense have such pow'rful charms.
"I, that I may successful prove,
Transform myself to what you love."
(84-89)
In this passage we see that Dorimant explicitly rejects the idea of forms as indicative
,
of something real. When he calls to his page, he realizes that he is putting on another
.r
face-Fopling's-and then proceeds to call what he does "noise and nonsense." This
act is, for him, simply another means to an end-a way to be "successful" in the
"competition for limited resources," specifically, Harriet.
What About Love?
The end of the play definitely seems to take a stance in the debate between the
Hobbesian world views that it has placed in competition with antiHobbesian views,
such as the ones exemplified in The Royal Slave. The question is, what stand does the
play take? Dorimant at one instant renounces his libertine status and claims to want
nothing more than to be true to Harriet for the rest ofhis days and also, at the same
moment, tells Bellinda, to whom he has also promised his love, "Th'extravagant
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words they speak in love. 'Tis as unreasonable to expect we should perform all we
promise then, as do we threaten when we are angry" 01. ii. 272-75), reaffirming his
Hobbesian leanings. Many critics, such as Norman Holland in The First Modern
Comedies, believe that the value the play sets forward is "to express the private self in
a social form which is decorous, natural, and even redeeming.... " (95)-a Platonic
sentiment, to be sure. To truly discern the stand the play takes, however, we must
decide whether Dorimant and Harriet acheive their goals at the end of the play. Do
Dorimant and Harriet, the principal Hobbesian characters, win out at the end of the
play? Harriet, at least, seems to be "successful" in achieving her goals. She seeks
nothing more than to free herself from a forced marriage, which she does, and to take
Dorimant to the country with her, presumably to test his devotion, to see whether he
~an truly be happy without the constant excitement his intrigue has brought him.
The only question, for the reader, lies with Dorimant. Dorimant seems to
have "won" Harriet, but this question is complicated by the role that "love" plays in
..---...
Dorimant's "conversion." Warren Cherniak, in the introduction to Sexual Freedom in
Restoration Literature, writes that
Dorimant's first reaction to the first stirrings of real love in The Man of
Mode is to fear being disarmed or unmanned, like the hero of Rochester's
'The Imperfect Enjoyment'; it is as though he has no vocabulary to express
sexual feeling other than the language of domination.
(13)
Cherniak, then, believes that Dorimant does actually find ~'reallove" in the play.

















ten oldest manuscripts, only two (Hengwrt and Ellesmere) read "cherl" in these two
lines. While most texts are taken from one of these two manuscripts, the evidence,
both textual and contextual, clearly indicates that we should read "clerk."
At line 153, we come to what seems to be the first instance at which we could
read "cherl" for the contested word. In this passage, we find Apius and Claudius
going their separate ways after the plan (still unknown to us) has been agreed upon:
"Room gooth the cherI, that highte Claudius. / This false juge, that highte Apius"
(153-54). In these lines we have the first occurrence ofthe names of each of the
story's villains in a parallel construction. We also have the first descriptions of each
character's morality, and for this reason we can accurately real "cherl" in line 153.
As the Physician tells us Apius's name, he makes a point to give us a description of
his character-a "false juge."
...
If the Physician is concerned with parallels, as he has been before, in
describing each character's social standing first, it is reasonable that he also gives us
an assessment of Claudius's character by calling Claudius a "cheri." While both
Claudius's and Apius's first introductions give us information about their social
standing, these new occurrences give us information about this moral character. This
parallel construction-first social place, then character assessment-occurs in the
introduction of every character. For Virginius, we learn first that he is a knight, and
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then that he is ~'Fulfild of honour and of worthynesse, / And strong of freendes, and of
great richesse" (3-4). When we are first introduced to Virginia, we learn that she is
first a daughter, and then that "Fair was this mayde in excellent beautee / Aboven
every wight that man may see" (7-8). In the same mariner, we first learn that Apius is
a judge, and then that he is "false," and we learn that Claudius is a "clerk," and then a
"cherI." In this occurrence, then, our overwhelming evidence is contextual. The
physician seems to give his audience parallels on which to construct their assessment
of characters. First we see position, then morality. It is logical, then, that we should
read "cherl" at line 164. As in lines 140 and 142, we also have solid manuscript
evidence for the "cherl" reading. Only Harley 7335, Trinity Cambridge R.3.3, and
Sloane 1686 differ and read "clerk," and Cambridge Ii is divided; it actually reads
"clerk/cherI."
At line 164, we have perhaps the most clear-cut reading thus far. Claudius is
making the show of presenting his case to Apius::
This false cherl came forth a ful greet pas,
And seyde, "Lord, if that it be youre wille,
As dooth me right upon this pitious bille,
In which I pleyne upon Virginius." (164-67)
The reading must be "cherI." No manuscript differs from the "cherl" reading, either
in Manly and Rickert's "large group" or the group of the ten oldest manuscripts, and
the context supports it. This scene is one of the most repugnant of the tale. Claudius
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is lying in a court oflaw, and Apius is not only aware of it, but encourages Claudius's
ludicrous assertion that Virginia is his slave.
At line 191, after Claudius has given the court his account of Virginus' s
supposed theft, we have another instance at which it seems logical to read "cheri:"
Virginius gan upon the cheri biholde,
But hastily, er he his tale tolde,
And wolde have preeved it as sholde a knyght,
And eek by witnessyng ofmany a wight,
That al was fals that seyde his adversarie. (191-95)
These lines are from Virginus's point of view, and it does indeed seem more logical
that Virginius would see Claudius as not a "clerk," but as a "cherI." In addition, the
Physician is emphasizing just how unfair the entire scheme is to Virginius in these
lines, for he is being denied a chance to speak on his own behalf. While Virginius
"wolde have preeved it as sholde a knyght," his adversary, Claudius, is "fals." The
Physician works to portray Virginius as a proper knight, and reading "cheri" in these
lines paints a contrast between these two characters. The Physician seems to want us
to see this contrast, for he calls Claudius Virginius's "adversary." Ifwe are to see a
contrast between the two characters, then, "cherl" makes more sense here than
"clerk." In fact, the manuscripts support this reading, for only one manuscript
(Harley 7333) differs from the "cheri" reading to write "clerk."
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